We analyze the conditions under which some supersymmetric generalizations of a class of models descending from string theory allow an axion in the physical spectrum, due to the presence of anomalous abelian gauge interactions. The gauge structure of these constructions involve the Stückelberg supermultiplet and a supersymmetric version of the Wess-Zumino term for anomaly cancellation. While these conditions are not satisfied by the MSSM superpotential, we show that an axion-like particle appears in the spectrum if extra Standard Model singlets are present. We show that the minimal requirements are met by simple superpotentials in which the singlet superfield is charged under the anomalous U (1). The dark matter sector of these models include an axion and several neutralinos with an axino component.
Introduction
One of the principal features of low energy effective string (inspired) models is the presence of a physical axion-like particle in their spectra. Models of this type (see for example [1] , [2] ) have received attention, given their simple gauge structure, which is typically characterized by extra abelian factors augmenting the gauge symmetry of the Standard Model (SM), some of which may be anomalous. These anomalous neutral currents are accompanied by axions for anomaly cancellation. The nonsupersymmetric version of the low energy effective action for these theories has been investigated in detail in [3] , under the assumption that there is no decoupling of the anomalous interactions and of the corresponding anomalous gauge bosons, a situation which can be realized for example in scenarios with large extra dimensions. In this case the scale characterizing the breaking of the abelian symmetries -the Stückelberg mass M S -can be in the TeV region, opening the way for possible experimental signatures of these models at future colliders. In this work we discuss a variant of previous supersymmetric constructions of such models [4] , based on the general discussion in the context of supergravity worked out in [5] , in order to generate a physical axion in their spectrum, which has not been found before. We summarize the salient steps, leaving the details to a forthcoming work. We focus on the case of a single anomalous U (1), here denoted as U (1) B , where B µ is the anomalous gauge boson, to differentiate it from the hypercharge of the SM, denoted as U (1) Y . In effective string models this simple abelian structure can be made more general with the introduction of several U (1) factors, described in the hypercharge basis by direct products of the form
with an anomaly-free hypercharge generator and p anomalous U (1)'s which are accompanied by axions b i , with i = 1, 2, ...p. The anomalous U (1)'s in this construction are in a broken phase, dubbed the "Stückelberg phase". After electroweak symmetry breaking the massive neutral gauge bosons acquire their mass via a combination of the Higgs and of the Stückelberg mechanisms. Due to the anomalous nature of these models, the role of the Stückelberg fields is enhanced compared to just a simple modification of the symmetry breaking mechanism, because of the presence of axion couplings of these fields to the anomaly, which may induce a physical axion in the spectrum. The identification of this state is rather subtle due to the combination of the two mechanisms, and therefore complete information on this comes from both the Higgs potential and by an analysis of the bilinear mixings Z i ∂G Z i . The latter are crucial for the identification of the goldstone modes of the neutral gauge fields G Z i in the Higgs-Stückelberg phase.
Higgs-axion mixing
In order to briefly highlight the property of Higgs-axion mixing in these models, we recall that the typical Higgs potential that appears in the non-supersymmetric analysis of these models [3] is the most general SU (2) L × G 1 invariant constructed from the two Higgs SU (2) doublets H u and H d of This second sector guarantees the presence of a physical axion in the spectrum. In particular, the first coupling in this second sector is the one that corresponds to the term in the MSSM potential (where it would appear without the phase of course) which gives mass to A 0 . In this basis it triggers the mixing of the axion to the Higgs and also contributes to its mass, as do the rest of the terms.
To see this, we parameterize the Higgs fields in terms of 8 real degrees of freedom as
where
We focus on the neutral CP-odd sector. In this case, expanding around the vacuum we get for the uncharged components
with quadratic contributions given by
for a suitable N 3 matrix. The bilinear mixing terms Z∂G Z which allow to identify the goldstones of the massive (physical) gauge bosons are extracted from the kinetic terms
where b is the axion field. By means of an orthogonal rotation one can relate the mass to the interaction eigenstates according to 
2 The example below is in a basis where Hu and H d have equal hypercharge. This is not the usual convention of the MSSM, however is the one that is more convenient for our discussion. It is not hard to transform into the usual basis, see the Appendix of [3] .
with O being an orthogonal matrix. We have denoted the physical field by χ and the NG-bosons by G 0 1,2 . If the eigenvectors corresponding to the interaction basis states are substituted back in the scalar potential one should obtain mass terms for the physical fields (except for those that happen to be massless) while the quadratic terms corresponding to unphysical states should vanish identically upon imposing the "vacum condition", just like in the Standard Model. Clearly this imposes a severe constraint on possible models that hope to generate a physical axion, especially for theories with scalar potentials restricted by larger symmetry (like supersymmetry).
In the presence of V ′ , χ acquires a physical axion-like coupling and becomes a massive axion. For a potential such as the one given in eq. (1) instead, the Stückelberg axions introduced to render the extra U (1)'s massive are merely goldstone modes. In this case from the unphysical bilinears one identifies only one physical CP-odd Higgs (called A 0 in the MSSM) which can not have an axion-like coupling as can be verified by also a simple counting of the degrees of freedom before and after electroweak symmetry breaking. In this case eq. (7) simplifies and takes the form
and it is clear that the physical state in the CP-odd sector does not acquire an axion coupling. The above discussion carries through in a similar way for the anomalous U (1) extension of the MSSM [4] . One should however realize that this situation is not generic. In fact, there are cases in which even in the absence of a direct coupling of b to H u,d one can still have a physical axion in the spectrum. We are going to describe below how to obtain in a class of supersymmetric models a massless CP-odd scalar that acquires an axion-like coupling. After supersymmetry breaking, terms of the type V ′ may be induced, making the axion massive. The induced mass by these terms may be tiny and up to the electroweak breaking scale, depending on the couplings parametrizing V ′ [3] , [6] , [7] .
Supersymmetric models with axion-like particles
We first recall that supersymmetric extensions [4] of the class of models introduced, besides the usual supersymmetric gauge multiplets for the
whereB is the abelian scalar superfield associated to the extra U (1) B andb is a left-chiral superfield. Stückelberg fields have been the subject of interesting phenomenological studies [9] . The physical components ofb are the complex axion b and its supersymmetric partner, the axino ψ b . To this action one adds the WZ counterterms which represent the supersymmetric Wess-Zumino interaction invoked for anomaly cancellation, with a counterterm lagrangian given by [4]
In order to identify a supersymmetric model which has such characteristics, we choose a superpotential in which the µ term (µĤ u ·Ĥ d ), which is present in the MSSM, is generated by the vev of an extra singlet superfield (from now on we switch to the conventional vector-like hypercharge assignment of the MSSM Higgses)
and with a gauge structure which is enlarged with a single anomalous U (1). The extra singlet superfield has one bosonic and one fermionic component (S,S) respectively, with a complex S. We choose a charge assignment in such a way thatŜ is a SM singlet, but carries charge under the anomalous U (1). Notice that we are not allowing a linearŜ or a cubic (Ŝ 3 ) in the superpotential. The first case is contemplated by the nMSSM, while the second case is that of the NMSSM. Therefore this superpotential is similar to that of the USSM previously considered in [10, 11, 12] . It can be shown that this charge assignment can be arranged in order to cancel all the additional anomalies induced by the extra abelian symmetry. From our discussion in the previous section this term can be recognized as an analogue of the first term in eq. (2) which in the light of eq. (11) can be viewed as a term of this type, with its radial fluctuation frozen perhaps from some spontaneous symmetry breaking at a higher scale. Even though the axion is not the phase of S, the addition of this extra SM singlet superfield is sufficient to remove the second massless mode in the mass matrix of the neutral gauge bosons, while it provides the necessary enlargement of the CP-odd sector so that room for a physical axion appears. The axion is then searched in the linear combination
and is found to be [13] 
where v = v 2 u + v 2 d and v S are the vevs that H u,d and S take from the scalar potential
The CP-odd sector, in this case, can be spanned by the goldstones G Z , G Z ′ and the physical directions A 0 and χ. The rotation matrix O is defined as
We have therefore shown that even in the absence of direct mixing of the Stückelberg axion with the Higgs in the potential, a massless physical axion is still allowed by the theory.
Other cases: the U(1) extension of the nMSSM
The attempt to generalize this analysis to other supersymmetric cases clarifies once more that the presence or the absence of a massless physical CP-odd scalar with an axion coupling, in the absence of direct mixing, is related to the structure of the superpotential. As a further example, let us consider the case of the superpotential of the nMSSM, with a gauge symmetry which is extended with an extra U (1) [10] . In our case we assume this U (1) to be anomalous. This superpotential contains an extra linear term inŜ [14] respect to eq. (11), which is allowed by the gauge symmetry since the U (1) charge of the singlet is vanishing (q S = 0). In this case the charge assignment of the two Higgses clearly has to be q Hu = −q H d . As usual, the rigorous identification of the physical states needs a joint analysis of the CP-odd sector of the potential and of the bilinear mixings, even though the absence of a physical axion due to the decoupling ofŜ from the Higgses can be already anticipated. Specifically, in the basis {Im H 0 u , Im H 0 d , Im S} we find a single goldstone and two physical states. The goldstone mode identified from the Higgs potential is given by
This analysis would be sufficient to reach the conclusion that there is no pseudoscalar with an axionlike coupling in the spectrum. In fact, the complete CP-odd sector is spanned by 4 states, two of which have been identified from the Higgs potential. We remark that the goldstone of the Higgs potential belongs to the subspace spanned by the two (true) goldstones, which are identified by a parallel analysis of the bilinear mixings. These are given as a linear combination of Im b and of G 0
Equivalently (and more simply), using the quadratic bilinear mixings we can span the whole CP-odd sector using the basis (G Z , G Z ′ , H 1 , H 2 ), where we have denoted with H 1,2 the two physical Higgs eigenstates (which should coincide of course with the ones obtained from the potential). At this point, since the dimension of the sector is 4 and the physical scalars have to be orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the two true goldstones, the two orthogonal directions are indeed physical, but they have to accomodate the two physical Higgses of the sector. These are deprived of axion-like couplingsbeing pure Higgs states -and the model, therefore, does not allow a physical axion in its pseudoscalar spectrum.
Multiple U(1) and multiple Higgs models
The generalization of our considerations to the case of more complex models (such as of those coming from intersecting branes for example) is quite straightforward. In this case, the extra abelian symmetries may appear in the effective description already in a broken phase, and may be anomalous or anomaly-free. We assume for simplicity that each axion shifts under only one U (1). As usual, Stückelberg mass terms can combine with the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism to give masses to the extra U (1)'s. Also in this case we choose a renormalizable superpotential which is of the type given in eq. (11) with an extra SM singlet, here denoted asŜ j . The index j selects the corresponding anomalous U (1) j under which the charge of the singlet is nonzero. In other words we assume for simplicity thatŜ j is an overall singlet, except for its charge under the the j-th anomalous U (1). It is then obvious that the previous analysis can be extrapolated to this case as well. We perform a combined analysis of the potential and of the bilinear mixings. We may allow combined Stückelberg and Higgs charges for all of the U (1) ′ s. The lagrangian which gives the contribution to the mass of the gauge bosons is given by
and involves, besides the two Higgses, the SM bosonic singlet ofŜ j , the bosonic component of the Stückelberg axions b i,j and the Stückelberg masses M S i,j . It is then clear that the axions b i (i = j) are goldstone modes, while the potential will generate a mixing between ImH u , ImH d and ImS j , with a single CP-odd physical state A 0 and two goldstone modes. The identification of the physical axion can be easily performed in the subspace spanned by (G Z , G Z j , Im b i =j , Im b j ), with the physical axion χ identified by the eigenstate which is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by G Z , G Z j and A 0 . It is quite obvious that if we takeŜ j to be a singlet of the entire gauge symmetry, then axion couplings are not allowed.
The generalization of this analysis to more general Higgs structures now becomes a simple application of Goldstone's Theorem. We consider a model with p anomalous abelian symmetries each with its own Stückelberg axion and n H CP-odd components in the Higgs sector. We also assume to have n S singlets which couple to the p abelian symmetries. The dimension of the CP-odd sector is n CP ≡ n H + n S + p. We require that only the n S singlets couple to the Higgs sector, together with the property that from the Higgs potential we isolate n phys physical components. Then the condition to be satisfied in order to have a physical axion is that the subspace spanned by the p + 1 goldstones of the broken gauge bosons, corresponding to Z, Z 1 , ..., Z p , together with the n phys physical states identified by the Higgs potential, leave additional space for one physical direction in the CP-odd sector p + 1 + n phys = n CP − 1. This additional direction completely defines an axion-like component in this sector. 
Conclusions
Recent studies of a class of vacua of string theory have addressed at a certain level of detail the issue of anomalous abelian symmetries. Their supersymmetric extensions, developed using a bottom-up approach, have the goal of identifying the key phenomenological features and implications of anomalous U (1)'s in effective models. We have shown that simple superpotentials can produce a pseudoscalar in the spectrum. The absence of Higgs-axion mixing terms due to the requirement of holomorphicity does not forbid a massless CP-odd state in these models with a Wess-Zumino coupling. Furthermore, supersymmetry breaking induces in general Higgs-axion mixing terms in the scalar potential, which can give a mass to the axion that can reach up to the electroweak breaking scale, apart from the usual instanton contribution. In view of the more recent attention towards the detection of pseudoscalars in forthcoming experiments [15, 16, 17, 18] , the study of these models is likely to receive a further boost in the near future. At the same time one can envision the possibility for realistic applications of our results to cosmology as in the MSSM case [19] , such as in the study of modular inflation [20] and similar aspects in cosmology where the role of pseudoscalars is of possible importance. Here we have shown that this particle can be gauged and obtain a physical status in models which are fully compatible with supersymmetry.
